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Abstract

The Covid-19 pandemic hits the world and also Indonesia. It has affected the learning that can not be done in the class so that the interaction between teachers and students directly could not be done. It leads to a decrease in students' emotional learning abilities. In pandemic situation, Distance learning is the answer to resolve the education system in the world including Indonesia. Education must be able to utilize the applications available to be used as learning media. One of the applications that can be utilized to create learning media is Canva. This study is done in MTs Thawalib Tanjung Limau Tanah Datar to find out the effectiveness and practicality of Canva applications that can be used online in Video format. The method used in this study by following the Borg and Gall R & D (Research and Development) models. This study only comes to the sixth step which at that step focuses only on field trials. The researcher does observation on Arabic language learning materials at-ta’aruf and assessments conducted by the teachers, but they used WA Group and Google Classroom, and the media used internet available. Then, the researcher created the video is developed as a learning medium during distance learning for Arabic language learning. The last, the results of the field trials are the results of content verification on audiovisual learning media using the Canva application for distance learning with an average of 4.66 or in an excellent category with a maximum score of 5.00. While the average field test score on students' responses to learning media using the Canva app for distance learning is 3.78 and the maximum score is 5.00.
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INTRODUCTION

Distance learning is also called different space learning which steps and learners are not in one real room, but steps and learners are in a platform called cyberspace. The learning process in distance learning uses an application or software such as Zoom or Google Meet (Haqien & Rahman, 2020; Mahayoni, 2020; Hamid, 2020). These applications are called tools to perform video conferences where learning is along synchronously or in real-time. Teachers and students are in their spaces (their homes) while still doing teaching and learning activities (Herliandry et al., 2020; Handarini & Wulandari, 2020; Sadikin & Hamidah, 2020).
Mohammad Imam Farisi, (2021) stated that distance learning has been utilized and realized since the 1800s. Utilization in the academic universities system began in the 1850s. The University of Chicago was the first university in the world to implement a distance learning system. The distance learning system in Indonesia began to be developed for higher education in 1984 until the late 1990s at the Open University (UT). UT is the only state university in Indonesia that implementing a distance learning system.

Nowadays, distance learning has been utilized in the education system in the world including Indonesia. In Indonesia, doing teaching and learning online is very emphasized following orders issued by the Ministry of Religion and the Ministry of Education and Culture that learning in Indonesia is done online or cyberspace (in the network) in elementary school / MI, junior high school / MTs, high school / MA even to the level of universities caused by the Covid-19 pandemic that hit the world and also Indonesia. This pandemic has affected the learning that can not be done in the class so that the interaction between teachers and students directly could not be done. This leads to a decrease in students' emotional learning abilities. In addition, steps also encounter limitations in monitoring students' learning and emotional behaviors. (Mareta et al., 2021). Therefore steps must have a variety of skills so that online learning can be quality such as face-to-face learning, therefore education must be able to utilize the applications available to be used as learning media.

One of the applications that can be utilized to create learning media is Canva. This application is so appropriate for distance learning because the results of this canva can be shared to various social media platforms and also deliver a lesson material (Canva. (n.d.), 2020; Ferry Arisya, Ayatollah Muhammedin Al Fath, Zuniar Kamaluddin Mabruri, 2020). Canva is provided for free by its founder, the app already provides several templates that can be utilized to create interactive learning presentations or videos. Canva is an online-based application that provides attractive designs in the form of templates, functions, and various categories provided. With a diverse and interesting design, the teaching and learning process will not be bored (Pelangi, 2020). Using the Canva app, steps can teach learners knowledge, creativity, and skills. It can also be used in all areas of education. Following the exposure in the study, canva application is suitable to be used as a medium of presentation learning or in the form of video (audiovisual) in several subject areas.

Canva application has been widely used as a medium of skills to create certificates, children's learning media and make interesting presentation materials and videos (Purwati, Yuliperdanawanti, 2019; Bakri et al., 2021). Canva application can follow the development of technology without losing the characteristics of any country, can be used as a learning medium, and able to improve student learning outcomes. (Leryan et al., 2018; Cape & Faiza, 2019; Rahmatullah et al., 2020).

The results of the presentation video designed in the Canva application are also very suitable to be used as a learning medium because in the video can add animations provided by Canva and can also add sound that has been provided the results can be developed into audiovisual learning media. Audiovisual can be said to be effective, providing reasoning in observing to add students’ understanding (Bylund & Athanasopoulos, 2015; Abna & Nawawi, 2018). In (Becker & Sturm, 2017) that audiovisual has a positive impact on listening skills. From this, there are several advantages that can be obtained from the Canva application, which are as follows: it has an intuitive interface that is easy to use, has thousands of templates and is provided free of charge, and more uniquely, this application does not require installation on a computer, because it is a web-based application. cloud, as well as mobile applications available for Android and iPhone.
After seeing the researchers’ explanations about the advantages of Canva application that can be developed into a learning medium, be it audio, visual, and audiovisual, therefore the author conducted a study on Madrasah Tsanawiyah Thawalib Tanjung Limau, which previously the author had conducted field observations. Teachers at the school conduct distance learning by using a social media application, WhatsApp, which only conducts learning with the system of sending lesson materials through class groups, the material is taken in textbooks that are in the form of photos or copies of text and without developing in the form of audiovisual media including Arabic teachers. Whereas if the video editing application is used, the lessons become more fun, many students say that the way the teacher delivers learning materials is less understandable and the learning is not interesting. Therefore, this research was conducted to develop distance learning in Arabic language learning grade 1 Madrasah Tsanawiyah. The Canva application in this case is used as an audiovisual learning medium (in the form of Video).

**RESEARCH METHODS**

This study uses a development method or known as research and development (R&D) (Sugiyono, 2008). This research was conducted at MTs Thawalib Tanjung Limau which was devoted to class VII in the Arabic language lesson at-ta’aruf material with a total of 40 students. The R&D method is a method used to produce a particular product and to test the effectiveness of the product. Each development study can choose and determine the steps that are most appropriate with the specific conditions it faced in the development process (Ardhana, 2002). Therefore this study chose the development model oriented by Borg and Gall, there are ten steps Borg and Gall (Arifin, 2012). This model is a model that can be used to develop multimedia, namely the incorporation of text, images, and sound (McCormick in (Suyanto, 2003). Understanding each of these steps can be explained in the plan or overview of the Borg and Gall product development as follows:

![Borg and Gall Model Development Procedure (Bennett et al., 1984)](image)

In addition, to understand each of these steps, it can be explained as follows: 1) Research and Data Collection (Research and Information Collection). At this step, surveys and observations are conducted. The purpose of the survey and observation is to analyze the requirements and determine the causative factors of the problem to develop a new model. 2) Planning. Planning means this step is a step of product activities designed to solve problems. The plan in this study is to design an interesting audiovisual-based learning medium. 3) Development of the first form of the product (Develop Preliminary form of Product). At this step, the first product was developed which included preparing materials, procedures, and designing learning media in the Canva application for Arabic learning distance learning, and evaluation tools. The research process is conducted
through product design verification by experts in their fields. The verification results will
be used for revising the product design before testing. 4) Preliminary field trials. The next
step is the limited trial step. Data obtained from limited trials are then analyzed and
evaluated to improve product follow-up applications. To ensure that the activity meets the
characteristics of the student, this study tested several students. 5) Revising the test results
(Main product revision). Make major revisions to the product based on trial
recommendations. If obstacles are found in the implementation process, the activity will
be revised. 6) Field trials (Main field testing). After the revision was conducted, a larger
test event that is a field trial. The process at this step is to implement the product as a
product developed in a wider field and under more practical conditions. 7) Improvement
of the product results of field trials (Operational Product Revision). Based on the test
recommendations, the product will be used is revised before to resolve the problem that is
still not appropriate when the product is applied or the product is ready to be
operationalized 8) Field test (Operational field testing) At this step, the number of people
who do the test is more than in previous trials. The test is to determine the effectiveness
of the product or media obtained after various evaluations and modifications to the
previous test results. This test can be expanded to the research population, namely
students at madrasah Tsanawiyah level 9) Final Product Revision. At this step, a revised
version of the final product is ready to be released and applied in the field. The results of
such data can be used as a basis for revising the final product. 10) Dissemination and
implementation. The last step of this research model is the distribution of the product.
Product distribution is carried out after going through the steps of the quality control
process, data analysis technology, and research and development process (R&D).

Based on limited perception, the steps in this study were limited to the sixth step.
Due to limited research time, this study eliminates the eighth to tenth steps.

The data collection methods used in this study are as follows: 1) The interview
method is used to obtain initial data as the basic material for analysis when determining
audiovisual media using the Canva application for distance learning on Arabic language
learning. 2) Questionnaires (questionnaires) of product verification have evaluation rules.
In this developmental study, questionnaires are used to obtain complete information about
the feasibility of products developed by experts as verifications. 3) The tables or
observation sheets in this study were conducted to determine the implementation of
applied product development. The developed product adopts a form of audiovisual
learning media (video).

Analysis of the data obtained to evaluate the effectiveness and practicality of
audiovisual learning media (video) using the Canva application for distance learning on
Arabic learning. The validity of audiovisual learning media (video) involves the validity
of the content and the validity of the structure. To check the validity of the content is used
an opinion form validator that has a rating of 5 with a category. Score 5 = Excellent,
Score 4 = Good, Score 3 = Enough, Score 2 = Less, Score 1 = Very Less. The validity of
audiovisual learning media in the form of video (generating video) using the Canva app
for distance learning on Arabic learning is determined by changing the average total score
using the following criteria:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Score Interval</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>&gt;4.20</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.41 - 4.20</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.61 - 3.40</td>
<td>Enough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.81 - 2.60</td>
<td>Less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>≤1.80</td>
<td>Very Lacking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Widoyoko, E, 2009)
In this study, the lowest product feasibility was determined to achieve a good category, so that the product is suitable for learning in the classroom.

The usefulness of developed video-based audiovisual learning media is measured by implementing learning tools and media in the classroom. Data on the usefulness of audiovisual learning media in this case in the form of video is obtained through observation and response of learners to the achievements used. Analyze the data obtained to get practical value. Average scores in student observations and responses are converted into Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score Interval</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.5 ≤ Sr &lt; 4.0</td>
<td>Very practical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5 ≤ Sr &lt; 3.5</td>
<td>Practical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 ≤ Sr &lt; 2.5</td>
<td>Impractical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 ≤ Sr &lt; 1.5</td>
<td>Very impractical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Sadra, 2007)

Description:
Sr= average score
Sr= Number of scores of all items
many items

In this study, if the minimum average value reached the practical category or was in intervals of 2.5≤Sr <3, then the audiovisual learning media in the form of the video developed is considered to have practical value.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The result of this study is a video. It is an audiovisual learning media that using canva application and containing material about at-ta’aruf in Madrasah Tsanawiyah. The results of the study are in line with the steps of research that have been conducted, namely: (1) Research and Information Collecting, (2) Planning, (3) Develop Preliminary Form Of Product, (4) Preliminary Field Testing, (5) Main Product Revision, (6) Main Field Testing. A more complete description of the research process above is as follows:

1) Research and Information Collecting

At this step, the observations that are done are about the use of media used by students or media that is often used by steps when teaching distance learning on Arabic language learning materials at-ta’aruf and assessments conducted by the teachers.

a) The media used by teachers are limited to online classrooms in the form of advocacy groups using WhatsApp and Google Classroom applications.

b) Learning activities are conducted by using the WhatsApp application and Google Classroom, teachers only provide the materials from textbooks or photos of lessons, then explain it by sending messages or using audio recorded by the teacher, and also sent to the class group. Students are less trying to find materials related to the lesson, even though pictures and videos are already widely available on the internet.

c) The unavailable of audiovisual in learning media.

d) Lack of teacher knowledge about software that can be developed for learning media.
c) Teachers rarely take training on technology-based learning media.

Based on the problems described above, the researchers are interested in developing canva application for distance learning in Arabic language learning so that learning can be more effective, efficient, and fun, especially learning during the pandemic.

2) Planning

At this step will be collected information about all materials that can be used and utilized to design learning media using canva application which in this case will be created audiovisual learning media (in the form of video) for distance learning on Arabic learning material at-ta’aruf which is expected to solve existing problems. In addition, in this planning take the material in the teaching book grade 1 Madrasah Tsanawiyah Ministry of Religion of the Republic of Indonesia in 2020. The material chosen is CHAPTER 1 about at-ta’aruf which will be developed and designed as audiovisual media in the form of video using the Canva application.

Figure 2. Scheme of Video Media Development Procedure (Alessi & Trollip, 2001)

3) Develop Preliminary Form of Product

At this step, the development of audiovisual media products that include material preparation, preparation of procedures or teaching materials, and evaluation tools. The research process is conducted through verification of audiovisual media product design by experts in their fields. The verification results will be used for revising the product design before testing.

The practitioner will verify the first draft prepared in the next step are made, to get opinions or suggestions before improving the first draft. Suggestions results of this audiovisual media design validity can be seen in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Advice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The intro at the beginning of the video should have an interesting animation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Consistency in using fonts and their size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The materials used refer to the teaching book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Black and white correction of the image in the video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Sound on Video should be clearer than back sound</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Summary of Media Validation Results in Canva Application Development for distance learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Validation Aspects</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Initial opening view of the video</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Animation design in video</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sound and back sound additions</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td><strong>4.66</strong></td>
<td><strong>Excellent</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of content verification on audiovisual learning media use the Canva application for distance learning with an average of 4.66 or in the excellent category. In this study, the minimum qualification of language validation in audiovisual learning media using Canva application for distance learning reached a good category. Validation results show that the development of Canva application for distance learning is suitable for learning media in Madrasah Tsanawiyah grade 1.

Opinions or suggestions obtained at the validation step will be used as a reference for improving the development of Canva applications that have been developed into video or audiovisual media.

4) Preliminary Field Testing

The next step is the first limited field test. The result data from the limited trial is then analyzed and evaluated to improve audiovisual media further. To ensure that the learning media fulfill the curriculum requirements, this research was tested on several grade 1 students in Madrasah Tsanawiyah. In limited field trials, there is usually not much input so that videos are suitable for use in the learning process in the classroom.

5) Main Product Revision

The next step is to make revisions based on suggestions on learning media based on trial recommendations. Based on the test results, because there are no obstacles in the learning process in the classroom, there are no revisions in the audiovisual media. In other words, it becomes the last video that can be used for classroom learning (field testing).
6) Field testing (Main Field Testing)

After the revision, the test was conducted to a larger step, namely the field test. The process at this step is to implement the product as a product developed in a wider area and under more practical conditions. It was conducted in Arabic subjects Grade 1 Madrasah Tsanawiyah. The test aims to find out the usefulness and benefits of developed videos.

In the learning process, there are no obstacles to the operation of learning videos because the size of the video file supports the students’ device. Data on the practicality of learning media using Canva application for distance learning is measured by disseminating questionnaires at the end of the learning process. Assessment data is shown in Table 5 below:
Table 5. Student Response to Video (The Use of Canva Application for Distance Learning)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects asked</th>
<th>Assessment Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 I love learning to use Video Media</td>
<td>3.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Intro on video is very interesting</td>
<td>3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 The content in the video corresponds to the textbook</td>
<td>3.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 I'm very happy because I can add vocabulary</td>
<td>3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 With this video, I understand Arabic learning materials</td>
<td>3.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Abstract vocabulary becomes clear</td>
<td>3.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 With this video, I am happier to learn Arabic</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 The back sound video makes learning even more fun</td>
<td>3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 The image in the video is clear</td>
<td>3.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Animations in videos make learning even more interesting</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>3.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It was seen from the table above that the average score of students' responses toward learning media using the Canva app for distance learning that has been developed is 3.78 and the highest score is 5.00. Based on the practical criteria that have been described, it can be said that the development of Canva application for distance learning which in this case is in the video is stated to be practical (good) and can be used in Arabic language learning grade 1 Madrasah Tsanawiyah.

CONCLUSION

Based on the analysis and discussion that were explained, the conclusions of this study are: 1) The development of Canva application for distance learning on Arabic language learning in Madrasah Tsanawiyah is stated to have eligibility for utilizing in Arabic subjects, which has a score of 4.66, meaning very good, with a maximum score of 5.00. 2) The development of Canva application for distance learning on Arabic language learning in Madrasah Tsanawiyah is assessed effectively with the results of a good category response that assesses are learners with a score of 3.78, for a maximum score of 5.00.

By referring to research problems and support from the results of this study, the following suggestions can be submitted. 1) This study produced audiovisual media in the video category using the Canva app. To get a good video and design with professional animation, and also it is necessary to improve and redesign the video that has been developed, and it is necessary to test the video in a different class with the experimental class that has similarities in the learning process. (2) Learning media that using Canva application for distance learning in the form of video is very practical and has interesting animations that can be used by students, and other researchers can refer to this video if they want to do development research method in the same process.
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